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Abstract
The great success of many scientific discoveries and technological innovations can be
attributed to multidisciplinary and cross-field research and development. In fact, quite a large
number of those academic and industrial adventures are based on unique ingenious and organic
features, mechanisms, or characteristics (usually complementary) of two or more different
existing methods, whether mathematically, physically, chemically, or conceptually combined.
In the long history of engineering development, the art of mixing and hybridization can be seen
everywhere. It has become the source of inspiration for endless creations and innovations. In
this presentation, we will discuss and demonstrate the most recent examples of mixing and
hybridization in the field of radiofrequency (RF), microwave electronics, and applied
electromagnetics. These examples range from theoretical approaches, design techniques,
technological platforms and device developments to system architectures. In particular, our
distinct three achievements will be highlighted, including the substrate integration platform of
planar and non-planar structures, the simultaneous electric- and magnetic tuning scheme for
flexible frequency agility, and the hybrid architecture of radio and radar systems within single
transceiver. Such successful and interesting mixing and hybridization examples suggest that
future discoveries, creations and innovations in engineering require certain “marriage” among
different domains.
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